
5 Tips to help you label unknown Family Heirloom Photographs:

WHO ARE YOU?

1. WHAT KIND OF PHOTO IS IT? 

There have been many different methods of photography throughout the years & how those photos were developed

has also progressed with time. Figuring out which methods were used, can help you decipher the time period in

which your photos were taken! If you have trouble identifying the type yourself, a local photographer may be able to

help. Some basic types:

Daguerreotypes: taken as portraits between 1840 - mid 1860s

Ambrotype: Patented in 1854 - 1870s.

Tintype: created on a thin sheet of metal (1856 - 1870s). 

For more practical tips and information on our services, visit www.memoriesbydesign.com 

5. ASK YOUR FAMILY 

This is the most obvious tip, but don't just ask your immediate family - ask distant relatives too! Scan your photos,

send them to your other distant relatives and they can forward them to more family members they know! 

If you are part of Family Facebook groups - that is a great place to share and see if anyone can identify the

family members pictured. You can even join Genealogical Societies & pages on Facebook dedicated to

Counties your family lived in which could help in reaching out to them as well.

Another option is a Pinterest board, pinning images with descriptions of what you do know is pictured in your

photo (town, date, etc etc). 

3. WHAT DO YOU RECOGNIZE IN THE PHOTO? 

What are the family members standing in front of? A family house? Car? What kind? Perhaps they are on Vacation

and there are signs? Whats does the land look like? Time of Year? Any other family possessions?

Compare these objects & scenery with other dated photos you have and see if any look similar.

By estimating the year of the the items in the photo (cars, street signs, etc...), will also help you define the time

period in which the photo was taken. 

4. WHAT ARE THEY WEARING? 

As we all know, styles change drastically! Was your Uncle rocking a mullet? Perhaps there was a woman sporting

a Flapper dress? These small (or large) details can be the greatest determining factor for the time period!

Some details worth noting for women's clothing are: Necklines, skirt lengths and widths, dress sleeves and fabric

choices.

Details we can observe in Men's clothing: Coat collars and neckties.

If you need help distinguishing, Google can be a great help for figuring out what fashions or articles of clothing

were popular during different time periods. 

2. WHO TOOK THE PHOTO? 

Do you see a Photographer's imprint on your photo (check both sides)? Oftentimes it will include their studio

location.

Check city directories for the area (found in libraries) or ask the members of local historical or genealogical

society to determine the time period the photographer was in business.  


